
Tapia Destroys Menard in 2 to
Win NABA Super Featherweight
Title
Atlantic City, NJ (August 2, 2021)–This past Saturday night,
Hard Hitting Promotions started off it’s 12 fight series at
the Showboat Hotel with a bang as Christian Tapia captured the
NABA Super Featherweight title with a 2nd round destruction
over Mason Menard.

The fight capped off an excellent seven bout card in front of
a sold-out crowd at the famed boardwalk venue.

In round two, Tapia hurt Menard with a right hand. Tapia
walked in and landed a right uppercut that was followed by a
thundering left to the body that sent Menard to the canvas,
and he would not get up, and the fight was stopped at 2:34.

Tapia of Coamo, PR is 12-0 with 11 knockouts. Menard of Rayne,
LA is 36-6.

Dylan Price remained undefeated with a eight-round unanimous
decision over Edwin Rodriguez in a bantamweight bout.

Price of Sicklerville, NJ won by scores of 79-73, 78-74 and
77-75 to remain undefeated with a 14-0 record. Rodriguez of
Juana Diaz, PR is 11-6-2.

Hometown favorite Anthony “Juice” Young took an eight-round
unanimous decision over Todd Manuel in a welterweight battle.

Young scored a knockdown in the final round, but Manuel was
able to reach the final bell.

Young of Atlantic City, NJ won by scores of 79-72 and 78-73
twice to raise his mark to 22-2. Manuel of Rayne, LA is
19-18-1,
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Ricardo Caraballo (6-1) and Harold Lopez (6-0-1) fought to a
no-contest due to a cut that opened up a cut over the left eye
of Caraballo, and the fight had to be stopped before four
completed rounds of their scheduled six-round flyweight bout.

Jerome Conquest took a six-round split decision over Wilfredo
Garriga in a junior welterweight fight.

Conquest of Philadelphia won by scores of 59-55 and 58-56,
while a third judge ruled 58-56 in favor of Garriga.

Conquest is now 11-5. Garriga of Juana Diaz, PR is 4-8-1.

Brendon O’Callaghan made a successful pro debut with a opening
round stoppage of Anthony Young in a scheduled four-round
middleweight bout.

O’Callaghan  dropped  Young  with  a  hard  combination  on  the
ropes. O’Callaghan jumped on a hurt Young, and another series
of punches forced a referee stoppage at 2:39.

O’Callaghan of Philadelphia is 1-0 with one knockout. Young,
also of Philadelphia, drops to 0-2.

Isaiah Wise won a six-round split decision over Luis Solis in
a middleweight bout.

Wise of Philadelphia won by scores of 59-55 and 58-56; while
the 3rd judge scored it for Solis by a 59-55 tally.

Wise is now 9-2-2. Solis is 25-13-4.

Hard  Hitting  Promotions  returns  to  the  Showboat  Hotel  on
Saturday, August 28th



Hard  Hitting  Promotions
Announces  12-Fight  Series
With  The  Showboat  Atlantic
City
Atlantic City, NJ (June 25, 2021)–, Hard Hitting Promotions is
pleased to formally announce a landmark boxing series at The
Showboat  Hotel  in  Atlantic  City  titled,  Boardwalk  Boxing
Powered by Hard Hitting Promotions and Showboat Hotel.

The series was announced at a packed press conference that
took place this past Tuesday at The Showboat Hotel, with the
first event taking place on Saturday, July 31st.

“I am so glad to be part of this. This is just the tip of the
iceberg,”  said  Manny  Rivera,  Partner  with  Hard  Hitting
Promotions. “This is just a small piece of what is going to
happen in Atlantic City. This has been a vision for the last
three and a half years. What we will be doing is putting on
great fights and high quality events, and we can see this as
the start of bringing big time boxing in Atlantic City like it
used be. You can see what we are trying to do in our first
event, by having excellent fights with all of the fighters
getting tested in real fights.”

“Starting on July 31st, we will start a 12-fight series with
Hard Hitting Promotions. This is the largest commitment to
boxing in Atlantic City in an Atlantic City property since the
1990’s,” said Brandon Dixon, president of Tower Investments.
“We are committed to making boxing an integral part of the
city’s  non-casino  entertainment  in  addition  to  our
professional boxing series, we will be rolling out a truly
unique amateur fight series.”

In the main event on July 31st, undefeated Christian Tapia
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battles Mason Menard in a 10 round fight for the NABA Super
Featherweight title.

Tapia of Coamo, Puerto Rico, has a record of 11-0 with 10
knockouts,

Tapia, 27 years-old is a four-year professional, and is coming
off a 4th round stoppage over Carlos Colon on March 7th, 2020
in Atlantic City..

Menard of Rayne, Louisiana has an impressive mark of 36-5 with
25 knockouts.

The  32  year-old  Menard  is  a  14  year-professional  who  has
racked  up  wins  over  Thomas  Dardar  (8-1),  Lonnie  Smith
(14-3-2), Ivan Otero (8-1), Oscar Bravo (21-4), Eudy Bernardo
(21-0), Bahodir Mamadjonov (19-2). Menard is coming off a
close majority decision defeat to highly ranked Emmanuel Tagoe
(31-1) on November 27th in Hollywood, Florida.

In  the  co-feature,  undefeated  bantamweight  Dylan  Price  of
Sicklerville, New Jersey takes on tough Edwin Rodriguez in an
eight-round bout.

Price,  22  years-old  of  Sicklerville,  NJ  is  13-0  with  10
knockouts. Price, a four-year professional, has stopped his
last four opponents, and is coming off a 2nd round destruction
over Elias Joaquino on April 17th in Philadelphia.

Rodriguez, 28 year-old of Juana Diaz, Puerto Rico has a record
of 11-5-2 with five knockouts.

Rodriguez, a nine-year veteran, has wins over Carlos Rodriguez
(12-1), Juan Carlos Camacho (6-0) and highly regarded Saul
Sanchez (12-0). Rodriguez is coming off a disputed draw with
decorated contender Joshua Greer (22-2-1) on November 14th in
Las Vegas.

Local favorite, Anthony “Juice” Young returns in an eight-
round bout against veteran, Todd Manuel in a welterweight



fight.

Young of Atlantic City is 21-2 with eight knockouts.

Young, 33, will be making his 13th appearance in his hometown,
is coming off the best win of his career, as he stopped former
super welterweight world champion Sadam Ali in three-rounds on
March 4, 2019 in Las Vegas,

Manuel of Rayne, Louisiana is 19-17-1 with five knockouts, has
posted wins over K Lon Spencer (4-0), Arthur Thomas (1-0) and
Tom Howard (8-1). Manuel is on a two-fight winning streak, and
in his last contest, he won an eight-round unanimous decision
against Jesus Angulo on June 4th in Mexico.

In six-round bouts:

Ricardo Caraballo (6-1, 2 KOs) of Riverview, Florida takes on
an opponent to be named in a flyweight fight.

Emmnauel Rodriguez (9-0, 4 KOs) of Quebardillas, PR will fight
an opponent to be named.

Jan Carlos Rivera (4-1, 4 KOs) of Philadelphia will take part
in a welterweight bout.

Jerome  Conquest  (10-5,  1  KO)  of  Philadelphia  fights  an
opponent to be named.

In a four-round bout, welterweight Dezmond Lucas (2-0, 1 KO)
of Bronx, NY will make an appearance against an opponent to be
named.

Tickets for this amazing evening boxing are $150, $100, $75
and $55 and can be purchased.

HERE—CLICK TO BUY TICKETS



Video:  Teofimo  Lopez  talks
about his explosive KO over
Mason Menard

Teofimo Lopez has star making
performance in New York City
NEW YORK (December 10, 2018) -Top lightweight Teofimo Lopez
scored an explosive 44-second knockout over Mason Menard this
past Saturday night at The Hulu Theater at Madison Square
Garden in a scheduled ten-round bout that was viewed by a
massive audience on ESPN.

Lopez landed a crushing right hand that had Menard plummeting
face-first on to the cnavas, in what was the opening televised
bout on the Vasilly Lomachenko – Jose Pedraza lightweight
unification card.

Lopez is now the NABA, NABF and USBA Lightweight champion.

The knockout, was featured on ESPN SportCenter, and all over
social media, took place on an event which was the 2nd highest
rated boxing card on cable television this year

With the win, Lopez pushed his perfect mark to 11-0 with nine
knockouts, and now he feels he is ready for anybody in the
lightweight division.
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“I knew he was a tough fighter. I knew he could fight,” Lopez
said. “I wanted to test him, and I took a chance early in the
fight. I know he trained hard, and he didn’t want it to go
that  way.  But  this  is  ‘The  Takeover.’  ‘The  Takeover’  has
begun.

“In 2019, I will be a world champion. That’s a guarantee.”

“I put an exclamation point that I am no longer a prospect,
and now it’s on to the contenders, and moving up the rankings.
In 2019 you will see me fight for a world title.”

Said Lopez manger, David McWater of Split T Management, “He’s
just never stops surprising me. Just when you think he can’t
do better than his last fight he does something even more
amazing.  It’s  been  a  generation  since  boxing  saw  a  young
fighter like this”

Teofimo Lopez takes on Mason
Menard This Saturday at The
Hulu  Theater  at  Madison
Square  Garden  and  Live  on
ESPN
NEW YORK (December 5, 2018) -Boxing’s top prospect and world
ranked  lightweight,  Teofimo  Lopez  will  be  back  in  the
spotlight when he takes on the battle-tested Mason Menard at
The Hulu Theater at Madison Square Garden.

The scheduled 10-round bout will be seen live on ESPN as a
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support bout to the lightweight unification battle between
Vasyl Lomachenko and Jose Pedraza.

Lopez and Menard will vie for the coveted and vacant NABF
title.

Lopez, who now resides in Las Vegas, returns to to his birth
city as the 21 year-old was born in Brooklyn, will look to
continue the momentum that he started to gather after taking
out William Silva on July 14th on ESPN.

That win upped his mark to 10-0 with eight knockouts, and made
him a world-ranked fighter as he is now rated #11 by the WBA
and #14 by the WBO.

In Menard, he will be facing an opponent who has a terrific
mark of 34-3 with 24 knockouts. Menard is no stranger to
taking out prospects as he has wins over Bahodir Mamadjonov
(19-2) and Eudy Bernardo (21-0).

“I am more than ready for this fight and super excited that
I’m  back  in  my  hometown  fighting  for  3  belts.  It’s
#TheTakeover come Saturday night! The celebration after the
win will be one to talk about,” said Lopez.

“He’s the most exciting prospect in boxing, and he loves to
turn it up at the garden- I’m expecting quite a show,” said
David McWater of Split-T Management.

Lopez is promoted by Top Rank.

No  Limit  Mindset  LLC.
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Fighters  Kalvin  Henderson  &
Mason Menard poised for big
weekend fights
Beverly Hills, Calif. (December 4, 2018) – Two members of the
No Limit Mindset LLC. Management stable will be in action in
big  bouts  on  the  East  Coast  on  Friday  and  Saturday
respectively.

Friday night at the 2300 Arena in Philadelphia, undefeated
super  middleweight,  Kalvin  “Hot  Sauce”  Henderson  takes  on
Brandon Robinson in a ten-round main event.

Saturday night at The Hulu Theater, lightweight Mason Menard
takes on undefeated prospect Teofimo Lopez in a bout that that
will be seen live on ESPN.

Henderson (10-0, 6 KOs) of Fort Worth, Texas will be taking a
step  up  in  competition  as  he  travels  to  the  hometown  of
Robinson, who himself has won 11 straight bouts.

“Feeling strong, hungry, and excited to put on a show this
Friday,  December  7th.  Training  camp  was  rough  like  its
supposed to be but we’re primed and ready to knock. Philly is
about to feel all this heat,” said Henderson

Menard of Rayne. Louisiana, has an impressive mark of 34-3
with 24 knockouts, plans to use his experience against one of
the top prospects in the lightweight division. With a win,
Menard would re-stake his claim as one of the top contenders
in the weight class.

“It’s fight week. I’m feeling real good. Had one of my best
camps ever. I’m prepared. I’m ready. It’s go time! All the
hard  work  will  pay  off  come  December  8th  on  ESPN!”  said
Menard.
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“This is a big week for No Limit Mindset! Both of my fighters
are showing what they are made of by taking these types of
fights against top level fighters on the biggest stage! I am
excited to be in Philadelphia to watch Kalvin Henderson fight
in another man’s hometown; then the next night at Madison
Square Garden in New York City for Mason Menard on ESPN! This
is  what  boxing  is  all  about,  taking  calculated  risks  and
coming out on top,” Said Shane Shapiro of No Limit Mindset
LLC.

For more information on No Limit Mindset, LLC, contact:

No  Limit  Mindset  LLC.
Fighters on a roll
Beverly  Hills,  Calif.  (October  26,  2018)  –  As  the  season
change, and the Fall season is upon us, Three members of Shane
Shapiro’s No Limit Mindset LLC. management stable are making
moves.

On September 28th, super middleweight, Cem Kilic won an eight-
round  unanimous  decision  over  fellow  undefeated  fighter
DeAndre  Ware  in  a  bout  that  was  nationally  televised  on
ShoBox: The New Generation from Temecula, California.

On October 13th, lightweight contender Mason Menard got back
into the win column with a six-round unanimous decision over
Ronald Rivas in Gary, Indiana.

Also, super middleweight Kalvin Henderson will look for a
step-up bout in December when he takes on Brandon Robinson on
December 7th in Philadelphia.
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Cem Kilic Improves To 12-0 After UD Win On ShoBox

“Cem gave an unbelievable performance showing his heart, his
chin and his ultimate will to win! His last 2 opponents had a
combined record of 19-1 and Cem showed me he’s exactly where
he needs to be in terms of his development after 12 pro
fights. DeAndre Ware beats a lot of guys at 168 lbs and with
Cem winning a unanimous decision, this showed me why he’s
considered one of the best prospects in Boxing. We had such
great support from the local fans and so many people who tuned
in live. A big thank you to Gordon Hall and Showtime for the
opportunity!” – Manager Shane Shapiro

“Cem Kilic is a star in the making. His inspiring performance
against DeAndre Ware was the next step in his evolution to
become a world champion. The kid is the complete package in
and out of the ring and is a true gentleman and a pleasure to
work with. His upside is limitless!” – Kilic Promoter Greg
Cohen

Celebrities who attended the fight for Kilic: Actors Nick
Turturro,  Cagatay  Ulosoy,  NBA  World  Champion  Mehmet  Okur,
Boxing Hall of Famer World Champion Sugar Shane Mosley
￼
￼
Menard UD Ronald Rivas 10/13/18, Improves to 34-3

“It was good to get back in the ring get back in the Win
column and shake off some rust. I was able to actually throw
some punches and work on some things unlike the Haney fight
where I was chasing around the ring for the entire fight. I
saw some things that I need to work on and now I’m excited and
ready to do a full 6 week training camp in Houston to bring
out the best of me for December 8th!” – Mason Menard

Menard’s next high-profile bout will be announced shortly.￼

Kalvin Henderson Returns December 7th against Brandon Robinson
in Philadelphia



…
10-0 Kalvin Henderson fighting 11-1 Brandon Robinson in his
first fight with Marshall Kauffman’s King Promotions.

“I’m excited show the rest of the world what my team and I
already know, and that’s that we have the skills, talent, and
work ethic to become a world champion. I’m blessed for the
opportunity Marshall presented to me and I’m going to take
advantage of this opportunity. Hot Sauce will be bringing all
of the heat with me come December,” said Henderson.

“This is a great fight for Kalvin’s development, Robinson is a
tough veteran who will come to win. An impressive performance
by Henderson, which is usually the case, tells me he’s ready
for a big step up in 2019!. A big thank you to Marshall
Kauffman for this opportunity.” – Manager Shane Shapiro

Mason  Menard  training  hard
for Haney showdown
Beverly Hills, Calif. (April 25,2018) – Lightweight contender
Mason Menard (33-2, 24 KOs) is training very hard for his
upcoming battle with undefeated Devin Haney (18-0, 12 KOs)
that will headline a ShoBox: The New Generation card, live on
SHOWTIME (10 PM ET / PT) on Friday, May 11th at The 2300 Arena
in Philadelphia.

Menard has set up training camp in Dallas, Texas for this
important battle, which is now for the USBA Lightweight title.

“Training  Camp  is  Dallas  is  going  great.  I’m  feeling
comfortable with my new team around me, and being around elite
guys in the gym like Errol Spence, Jermell Charlo, Rob Brant
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and Cem Kilic has made me a better fighter,” said Menard. “My
only real loss was to world champion Ray Beltran. May 11th
can’t come soon enough because I am ready to show the boxing
world that Devin Haney is taking too big of a step up, and I
am back.”

This will be the first bout with new Manager, Shane Shapiro of
No Limit Mindset Management.

“I am excited for Mason’s return to the ring. With a new
management team around him, a repaired shoulder, an elite
trainer and quality sparring partners, fight fans will see an
improved Mason Menard on May 11th,” said Shapiro, CEO of No
Limit Mindset. “I truly believe that being in the gym with
guys like Errol Spence and Jermell Charlo for entire camp will
bring out the best in Mason. Devin Haney is a great fighter,
and has a lot of hype around him, but come fight night, he
will realize that he took too big of a step up in opposition.”

Menard is promoted by Greg Cohen Promotions.

Lightweight  contender  Mason
Menard  signs  exclusive
managerial  contract  with  No
Limits Mindset, LLC.
Beverly Hill, Calif. (August 15, 2017) – Shane Shapiro’s No
Limits Mindset, LLC is pleased to announce the signing of
lightweight contender, Mason Menard to an exclusive managerial
contract.
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Menard of Rayne, Louisiana has a record of 33-2, 24KO’s.

Menard, 28 years-old and is a 10 year-professional.

Menard catapulted to national prominence with with explosive
knockout  victories  over  Eudy  Bernardo  (21-0),  and  Bahodir
Mamadjonov (19-2) on ShoBox: The New Generation.

“The thing I love about Mason is that he is a fighter who is
extremely dedicated to his craft, he is very easy to talk to
and he is a family man who has his priorities in order. Mason
is the type of fighter every manager wants to work with, the
kind of guy who is always in the gym and will fight anyone I
put in front of him,” said Shapiro.

“Big things! I’ve been waiting a while for something like this
to  happen.  It’s  exactly  what  I  need,”said  Menard.  “Shane
stepped in and is willing to help me get to the level I need
to be at. We both are big believers in God and this is all
God’s work through answered prayers. Looking forward to the
future with my man Shane. We are two young and hungry guys
helping out each other with our God given talents. All I can
say is, world stay tune, we coming for the straps!”

Shapiro seemed very excited to add Menard to his stable of
fighters. Shapiro stated “The thing I love about Mason is that
he is a fighter who is extremely dedicated to his craft, he is
very easy to talk to and he is a family man who has his
priorities  in  order.  Mason  is  the  type  of  fighter  every
manager wants to work with, the kind of guy who is always in
the gym and will fight anyone I put in front of him” when
asked what made him most excited about signing Menard.

The sky’s the limit for Menard according to Shapiro.

“I don’t see any other scenario than Mason owning a piece of
the Lightweight World Championship crown fighting against all
the big names at 135. If he continues to dedicate himself to
his craft, I believe my team will get him the biggest fights



possible.”

A change in training camps is also what Shapiro believes will
lead to a new and improved Mason Menard.

“One thing that me and Mason both spoke about is the fact that
I am based out of Los Angeles, and that we would look to move
his training camps out here in LA, where there is better
sparring  available  to  him  outside  of  what  he  has  been
accustomed to in Louisiana. I believe that with a change in
training environment and better sparring this will result in
even better performances from Mason inside the ring in future
fights.”

Louisiana based fight fans better pay close attention to the
next time you see Mason Menard (They are shooting for an early
2018 return) on a fight poster, according to Shapiro.

“I  think  we  will  have  Mason  have  1-2  fights  locally  in
Louisiana and then look to showcase him across the United
States.”

The move seems to be a positive one for the Menard camp as he
mentioned that the signing with No Limit Mindset means.

“Big things! I’ve been waiting a while for something like this
to happen. It’s exactly what I need. Shane stepped in and is
willing to help me get to the level I need to be at. We both
are big believers in God and this is all God’s work through
answered prayers. Looking forward to the future with my man
Shane. We are two young and hungry guys helping out each other
with our God given talents. All I can say is, world stay tune,
we are coming for the straps!” finished Menard.

Menard is coming off of an 8 round decision victory over
Carlos Cardenas (22-14) in March of this year. Menard was also
featured on an HBO card against rugged veteran Ray Beltran. A
fight in which Menard suffered a shoulder injury that required
surgery that has kept him out of action for the remainder of



2017.

Shapiro is also the manager of Super Middleweight prospect Cem
Kilic (8-0 5 KOs) and Middleweight prospect Kalvin Henderson
(7-0 4 KOs)


